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True American authenticity in manufacturing from Jacob
Bromwell
Our Buy American Mention of the Week!
by Roger Simmermaker
December 7, 2014

Where does a patriotic consumer go when he or she simply wants to buy the best in American
housewares and kitchenware products? If you really do want America's best - no holds barred the answer is Jacob Bromwell. This amazing American company - Jacob Bromwell - is truly
one of our nation's great American-made success stories, and you can see what makes them so
amazing atRogerSaysJB.com
.
Jacob Bromwell has the unique distinction of being the oldest housewares and kitchenware
manufacturer in all of North America. And it's a simple fact that they hold this noble distinction
of longevity because they are the best at what they do.
Family owned and operated since 1819, everything built into Jacob Bromwell products
including steel, stainless steel, tin, aluminum, copper, wood, iron, and leather are all sourced
domestically.
With Jacob Bromwell, you might pay a little more than for your normal, run-of-the-mill
products that happen to be on the shelves of almost any retail chain, but the quality built into
Jacob Bromwell products is well worth the extra cost. And I can honestly say that I speak these
words from personal experience since I have ordered Jacob Bromwell products for myself. The
quality is simply second to none.
My most recent purchase from Jacob Bromwell was their
World Famous Grater
. It's made by
red-blooded American workers and guaranteed to never rust. Many other graters imitate the
original Bromwell design, but none are made as well and none have the history to back them
up. See how it's made here at the exclusive
Factory Tour!
The faith of Jacob Bromwell in the creativity and productivity of American workers is evident
in the fact that they have never outsourced production to lower-wage labor countries to reduce
costs or compromise quality. You can read all about their commitment
Made
to in USAand
their top 10 reasons to
Buy Americanproductshere.
Jacob Bromwell has come a long way since their humble beginnings in 1819. Today, Jacob
Bromwell operates manufacturing facilities in Indiana and Vermont and their products are sold
at select specialty retailers throughout North America, Australia, Asia, and even Europe.
The fact that Jacob Bromwell exports to other countries is evidence of the American
attractiveness and excellence of their products, and helps reduce our country's trade deficit,
adds to our nation's gross domestic product (GDP), and all the while brings profits back to
reward American owners and workers in America to stimulate our economy here at home.
Jacob Bromwell is proud to stand behind the quality of their workmanship, craftsmanship, and
materials in every single product they ship to their valued customers.Lifetime
Their Guarantee
covers every item for the life of the product, failure of workmanship and craftsmanship, failure
of materials, and production defects.
http://www.howtobuyamerican.com/bamw/bamw
-141207-jacob-bromwell.shtml
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Simply put, theirguaranteeensures that every item purchased from Jacob Bromwell will meet
your highest standards, or you can return it for an exchange or complete refund - your choice!
Jacob Bromwell offers you this choice because they're banking on your complete satisfaction
with their quality products.
Popular Internet food and drink destination Blue Kitchen had this to say about Jacob Bromwell:
"When they opened their doors in Cincinnati in 1819, our nation's Constitution was a mere 30
years old. There weren't many repair shops to be had, so Jacob Bromwell had to make its goods
to last. They still do—and they still guarantee them for life."
Jacob Bromwell's line of products is chock full of authentic All-American offerings. From their
All-American Flour SifterandOriginal Popcorn Popper
to theirSignature Chestnut Roaster
and
Texas Deep Fry Baskets
.
You might also check out their
Frontier Frying Pan
, since there's nothing beats using a handforged iron skillet for a fantastic meal.
The USA-madeGourmet Food Processor
was created because some aspects of cooking
shouldn't be modernized. If you enjoy preparing foods from scratch, you'll love using this oldfashioned conical strainer.
Other authentic 100 percent American-made products that can be found in Jacob Bromwell's
Heritage Collectioninclude theGenuine Pyramid Toaster
, Baltimore Cheese Board
,
Handcrafted Cutting Board
, Old Fashioned Rolling Pin
, Marshall Bread Pan
, Golden Era Pie
Plates, Nostalgic Cooking Racks
, Legendary Colander
, andClassic Tin Cup
.
If you're seeking the ultimate expression of your individual character, then check out the
skillfully handmadeSpecial Editions(in strictly limited small batches) which feature the
Great
American Flask
, which holds nine ounces and features a period-correct American Birch stopper
(engraving available).
How about aBen Franklin Beer Stein
?! Completely built by hand (no two are exactly alike),
this period-correct beer stein is made of pure American copper and holds 30 ounces of your
favorite beer.
The Lewis and Clark Coffee Pot
is sure to bring a touch of early American life to your kitchen.
Handcrafted from pure copper, this unique coffee pot holds 7 cups of your favorite coffee.
And right now, no matter which of the great American Jacob Bromwell products that you
choose, you can take a full 10% off your purchase during checkout using the code
RogerSaysJB.
Using the same authentic materials since 1819, Jacob Bromwell products are made with AllAmerican materials such as tin, stainless steel, aluminum, and copper, with the help of elbow
grease and some pretty darned old machinery (which works just as well as the day it was built)!
By using these materials, Jacob Bromwell products remain 100% authentic from the day they
were created. Sure, there are updated materials that could be used, but America's frontiersmen
wouldn't have it any other way, and neither should you!
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